HB 1537  By Representatives Ramel and Harris-Talley

Terminating certain tax preferences for fossil fuel products.

Referred to Committee on FINANCE.

HB 1538  By Representatives Dent and Orwall

Establishing an aviation and aerospace advisory committee.

Referred to Committee on COMMUNITY & ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.

HB 1539  By Representative Frame; by request of Department of Revenue

Narrowing the business and occupation tax deduction, and sales and use tax credit and refund, for bad debts available to sellers.

Referred to Committee on FINANCE.

HB 1540  By Representative Abbarno

Addressing illicit discharges of wastewater pollution associated with individuals residing in vehicles.

Referred to Committee on ENVIRONMENT & ENERGY.
By Representative Stokesbary

Authorizing local option revenue for homelessness services, subject to specified conditions, including prohibiting supervised injection sites and requiring local restrictions on camping on public property.

Referred to Committee on FINANCE.